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We present a long-term collaboration between dancers and designers, centered around the transmission of the century-old repertoire of modern dance pioneer Isadora Duncan. We engaged in a co-design process with a Doncian dancer consisting of conversations and participation in her transmission of Duncan’s choreographies and technique. We then articulated experiential qualities central to Duncan’s repertoire and used them to guide the design of the probes, the sounding scarfs. Our probes sonify dancers’ movements using temporal sensors embedded in the fabric of the scarfs, with the goal of evoking Duncan’s work and legacy. We shared the probes with our Duncan dance community and found that they deepen the dancers’ engagement with the repertoire. Finally, we discuss how co-designing with slowness and humility were key to the dialogue created between the practitioners, allowing for seamless integration of design research and dance practice.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, effort has been made to demonstrate the value of performance-led research [11] and artistic practice as a method of inquiry for Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) research [3, 30, 43, 44]. These works contribute to acknowledging that there is much to learn from art practice and performance as an experimental ground to study how people interact with technology. With third-wave HCI turning to cultural, experiential and context-aware applications of computing and interaction design, we are seeing a general interest in drawing on artistic and somatic practices—with methods, theory and systems built around bodily practice—and calls for designers’ own bodily engagement in the design process [2, 37, 38, 47, 50]. At the intersection of somatic and artistic practices and HCI research, we find works linking dance and choreography with HCI [3, 27, 57]. Over the past two decades, dance research in HCI has been a place for experimentation with technologies and dance, whether it be during the choreographic or learning processes, or on stage [19, 54, 63, 66].

Dance is an embodied practice that is challenging to capture because of the complex somatic and cultural knowledge involved. Up to date, dance is mainly recorded through audiovisual media or motion capture, depending on access to technology. In training environments, dancers often resort to oral transmission in addition to video for learning and sharing their knowledge of their practices [54]. However, video recordings do not inform on the cultural context, the movement qualities nor the kinaesthetic sensations in dance.

In this paper, we present a study of research through practice and design in conversation with Isadora Duncan’s dance knowledge. Our study builds on a close collaboration between artists and interaction designers. Over a period of eight months, the first author and the third author were both active members of a dance company as a student and dance teacher, respectively. The third author is a professional dancer and a dance educator specialising in the work of early-twentieth-century modern dance pioneer Isadora Duncan. She created the company to transmit her knowledge of Duncan’s repertoire to a group of dancers in the same way she acquired it. Isadora Duncan’s work is transmitted exclusively orally from one generation of dancers to the next in a process that relies on embodied dance practice as well as transmission of historical knowledge.

In our study, we leveraged on both the embodied and the historical knowledge transmitted as design material. Coming together from different disciplines, as artists and interaction designers, we co-designed probes [32] that manifest our embodied understanding of the dance repertoire and reflect our collaborative practice. Inspired by the close relationship between sound and movement in Isadora Duncan’s work, we designed the sounding scarfs. These are two silk scarfs embedded with temporal sensors and two sound designs mapping movement to sound. The design of the probes were guided by the experiential quality, connection to the ground, with one sound design using ocean sounds and a mapping with a strong sense of gravity and a lingering effect, and the other sound design consisting of whispers, voice and keywords with a sense of continuity and perpetual transformations. We shared these probes with our dance community in an inquiry similar to that of Wallace et al. where design probes “are considered as tools for design and understanding” [64].

In this paper we present our process of co-designing the probes in conversation with our practice of Duncan’s dances, as well as the findings that emerged from sharing the probes with our dance community. Our design study shows the critical importance of the elements of slowness, softness and humility, and their key role in the dialogue created between disciplines and practices. These elements allowed for a seamless integration of design research in artistic practice. The results of our sharing show how the probes made the Duncan movement qualities of movement propagation, rhythmic qualities and continuity palpable to the dancers, and how it provided an opportunity for the dancers to deepen their relationship to Duncan’s movements, sound, and the correspondence between the two.
Through such longitudinal engagement with the Duncan practice, and through integration of the probes into real practice, we are able to provide insights into the dancers understanding of Duncan’s work, as well as a reflection on our collaborative, practice-based process. With this study, we contribute to the demonstration of the value of longitudinal, collaborative, and engaged artistic and practice-based research [16] in HCI, and in doing so we also add to a growing body of work of art practice as a space of inquiry in HCI research.

2 THE ROOTS OF THE PROJECT

2.1 Who Was Isadora Duncan

American-born dancer and choreographer Isadora Duncan (1877-1927) is considered a pioneer of modern dance. She lived and worked in Europe, the United States and Russia. As she stepped away from the rigid codes of classical ballet, she introduced a new idea of dance based on what she would call “natural movement”, “free movement”, and the harmony of body, mind and nature. Isadora Duncan defined her dance as “an expression of life”, and did not want her dances to be imitated, but rather understood as a general approach to movement, life and nature [23, 51].

Isadora Duncan’s approach to dance was that of a profound expression of the body: “Movements, just like harmonies in music, are not invented; they are discovered”. In her search to express “natural movement” she studied ancient Greek antiquities, and in her recreation of the themes and philosophies of ancient cultures, she took it upon herself to “give dance its place as the choir”, expressing her role as a dancer and choreographer with the intention to “express the soul of the music”, a role that the Greek attributed to choirs [24, 51].

The transmission of her work follows an oral tradition, and has been passed on from one generation to the next. She refused to be filmed, as she believed the low frame rate at the time did not do justice to the fluidity of her movements. Therefore, there is no video material of Isadora Duncan herself and little traces left to fall back on in case the oral transmission ceases to exist [51]. Mainly because of the oral transmission through generations of devoted dancers, her knowledge and approach to dance is still alive today. Video continues not to be used as a resource for transmitting Duncan’s work. As expressed by the authors behind an online Isadora Duncan Archive, “The Duncan community strongly recommends that videos only be used as reference material only, and discourages the learning of dances from video exclusively” [8].

2.2 Who We Are and Our Intentions with the Project

The third author is a dancer, pedagogue, dance historian and a “third generation” Duncan dancer, who for many years has been devoted to dancing the modern dance repertoire of Isadora Duncan. Taught by renowned Duncan expert and teacher, Julia Levien, whom herself was taught by Isadora Duncan’s own adoptive daughter, Anna Duncan [7], the third author herself is transmitting knowledge of Isadora Duncan and her dances to both professional dancers and amateurs in addition to interpreting the repertoire. The second author is an interaction design researcher and trained dance artist. Together with the third author, she has been aiming to use interactive technologies to document and transmit the Isadora Duncan repertoire through research projects since 2018 [63]. The first author is an interaction design researcher, musician and music technologist with a particular interest in movement-based interaction.

The collaboration between the three authors started from a common interest in the transmission of Isadora Duncan’s legacy. The third author formed a dance company in 2019 to transmit Isadora Duncan’s dance repertoire to a group of 12 dancers, and invited the first author to join the group in 2021. Joining the company was a way for the first author to get close to both the qualities of Duncan’s work and the third author’s way of transmitting it. The dance company was selected to participate in a program supported by the French National Dance Centre, which aims to “open up a space for sharing for those who wish to deepen their practice and knowledge of dance in relation to its history” [21].

The three authors each contributed to this work with their different backgrounds: the third author with her expertise in modern dance and Isadora Duncan in particular, the second author with her expertise in dance and interaction design and the first author with her expertise and sensibilities towards music, movement and technologies. The second author played an intermediary role, supporting the first author in the design work as her PhD supervisor.

From here on and throughout the paper we refer to the third author as the connoisseur [57].

3 RELATED WORK

At the intersection of dance and HCI research, we situate our work within body-centred approaches, engaging with dance practice in the wild, and work using movement sonification as a means to support practitioners in their performance of movement qualities.

3.1 Systems Supporting Dance Practice in the Wild

Despite the longstanding relationship between dance and HCI research, the dance studio and actual practice have been slow to adopt new technologies [14, 58]. Thus, there is a challenge for designers to develop systems that integrate into dancers’ real-life practice over time. One of the earliest deployments of technology in a real-life rehearsal context is the Choreographer’s notebook (ChoNo), a system that lets dance artists analyse and annotate rehearsal videos [58]. Carroll et al. assessed how introducing this technology in three full dance productions affected the dance work. They reported on how the choreographer and the dancers collaborated in annotating the videos and argued that the integration of the tool supported the dancers learning and made the learning process more time-efficient [17].

Later on, Riviere et al. investigated the role of digital and physical artefacts in dance re-staging in an observational study that took place during a year-long period of rehearsals with a contemporary dance company [55]. They observed how the dancers, depending on their individual learning strategies, use a collection of heterogeneous artefacts, including their own physical artefacts and existing digital tools, namely, video and MoveOn, an interactive system that lets them decompose video segments. With such a wide variety of
In a literature review by Raheb et al., they examine interactive dance training systems, propose a design framework and discuss the implementation and use of factors such as movement qualities in existing systems [53]. Their review shows that most systems use a mimicking approach to learning movement, where the learner imitates pre-recorded movement, and are typically designed to be used by one student at a time. They further argue for designers to focus on and develop their systems based on the aspects of the dance learning that are important in their specific context, e.g. precision, relation to rhythm or movement quality.

In a more recent study, Vialle et al. collaborated with an expert Duncanian dancer to design an abstract visualisation of Duncan movement qualities [63]. The visualisation, a star-shaped flexible ribbon, was then shared with professional dancers in two workshops, one with a projection of the ribbon on a screen, and the other with augmented reality headsets. From both workshops, the dancers found the ribbon to faithfully convey the Duncan qualities of fluidity, wave-like movements and movements initiated from the solar plexus. However, their study shows how the screen projection was difficult to use and follow in context, as the dancers moved around and lost sight of the screen. This was not a problem with the augmented reality headset. Nonetheless, the use of the headset itself was a challenge to the dancers, both with navigating the menu of the interface and dancing with a headset on, something they had never done before.

In contrast with this previous work, our study is based on a long-term engagement with the practice of Duncan’s work. This led us to introduce technology in a subtle way, without disrupting or dominating the current practice, nor by taking the dance out of its present context and environment.

3.3 Designing for and With the Moving Body

With movement-based interactions ever more present in the field of HCI, a variety of approaches to designing with and for the moving body are being used [37, 38, 47, 50, 65]. Following the embodied turn in our field [22, 45], we are seeing theory and systems built around bodily practice. Some with a particular emphasis on the designer’s own bodily engagement [38], or engaging somatic connaisseurs [57] and sometimes drawing from dance [2] or through collaborations with dancers [48]. Among others, estrangement methods are being used in interaction design as a way to deepen the designer’s bodily sensitivities through defamiliarising habitual movement patterns [47, 65], similar to how an artist refines their tool or material [41].

Soma design is one proposed approach to designing with and through the body [38]. It leverages on slow and active engagement of the body, the “soma”, and the use of estrangement methods to sensitise the body throughout the design process. This sensitisation process makes room for uncovering aesthetic sensitivities and experiential design qualities, which may not be available otherwise (through e.g. observational methods). This in turn can generate new designs. Soma design relies on the designer’s first-person perspective when grounding and guiding design decisions through subjective bodily experiences. Throughout a soma design process, the designer engages their own moving body in a somatic practice in order to sketch not solely onto paper, but rather with their body and with movement [38, 60]. From the designer’s first-person somatic experiences, experiential qualities are carefully articulated and serve as design material when designing interactive systems [39, 60].

We build on this body of work and use the methods of soma design as generative design methods that allow us to reach a design...
that honours the specificities of the Isadora Duncan repertoire and the connoisseur’s transmission of it.

3.4 Dance Movement Sonification

Following Hermann et al.’s definition, sonification is “the technique of rendering sound in response to data and interactions” [35]. Previous studies have shown that interactive movement sonification can improve sensomotor learning, performance and experience [12]. Françoise et al. developed an interactive installation called still, moving that supports dancers’ kinaesthetic awareness of micro-movements through sonification [15, 29]. This project led to building a long term practice between two dancers and a live coder, in which they explored relationships between dance and sonification [30]. To do so, Françoise et al. designed a live coding environment, CO/DA, to support their improvisation practice, where the movements of two dancers were mapped to sound through live coding, resulting in on-the-fly sonification of their movements. Their work contributed with a new design and practice where the dancers and live coder improvise with movement and sonifications as they go through a collective embodied and artistic exploration [30].

Building upon work by Piana et al. and their system using mass-spring models to analyse the movement quality of fluidity [52], Frid et al. ran experiments exploring sound properties for sonification of fluid dance movements [31]. The authors found sounds reminiscent of wind, water and acoustic musical instrument, or continuous, calm, slow, pitched sounds to appropriately convey the movement quality of fluidity.

In our work, we are interested in the potential of sonification applied to embodied dance practice. We build on these previous works and explore interactive sound as a design material that can evoke Duncan’s movement qualities and deepen the practitioners’ embodied understanding of the dance repertoire.

4 DESIGN METHOD

We present our longitudinal and collaborative research through practice and design study in conversation with our practice of Isadora Duncan’s repertoire. We, the authors of this paper, collaborated in an open-ended co-design process over a period eight months, where practicing dance, understanding Duncan’s philosophy and legacy and prototyping with technology were intertwined—informing and inspiring one another.

We used a soma design approach to sensitise the body to Isadora Duncan’s repertoire [38, 60]. Concretely, the first author went through the sensitisation process by practicing the dance and learning about Duncan’s philosophy and legacy from the connoisseur. In her practice, the first author trained her body over a long period of time searching for Duncan’s “natural movement”. She paid attention to the nuances of the movements and experiences that allow this quality (naturalness) to be felt and expressed. By doing so, she slowly experienced it from within and progressively gained a deeper more embodied understanding of the dance.

After each rehearsal with the dance company, the first author recorded audio memos and took notes to journal her reflections and first-person experience of learning the dances [39]. The audio material was later transcribed. In parallel with the dance practice, the connoisseur and the first author led private conversations where the first author shared her first-person accounts of learning the dance. In these conversations, the connoisseur guided the first author in gaining a deeper understanding of what she was experiencing during the process of sensitising her body through continuous dance practice. Together and over time, the two articulated the first author’s first-person accounts into experiential qualities that inspired initial design ideas. We then iterated collectively on these ideas and the resulting prototypes by bringing them into our dance practice and continuing sketching with our moving bodies with the technology, reflecting on and documenting the first-person experience of the interaction and the experiential qualities. Our iterative process led us to develop probes for the real time sonification of dance movement [33, 64].

Finally, we shared the probes with our dance community to investigate how they impacted their dance practice, and to open up our design process and learn whether—or how—our experiential qualities translated to other people’s experiences. Sharing and inviting others to experience our design at this point provided us with a way to assess how it can be useful and generative (rather than generalisable) in creating experiences to other somas than our own [60]. We report on our sharing session, the method of data collection and analysis, and the findings that emerged in section 6.

4.1 Studio Rehearsals

The connoisseur led the dance classes with the dance company and transmitted three choreographies of heroic dances by Isadora Duncan from her Soviet period at the beginning of the twentieth century. Over the eight-month period of this project, rehearsals took place two to three times a month, in addition to performances. The rehearsals lasted between three and four hours. In addition to the transmission of the choreographies, the connoisseur spent time transmitting her knowledge and understanding of the movement qualities that make up the foundation of Duncan’s dance.

4.2 Conversations

In addition to the studio rehearsals, the connoisseur and the first author met up for conversations a total of five times. They discussed the research, the transmission process with the dance company and the first author’s first-person experience of learning the dances. Together, they articulated the experiences, sensations and sensitivities involved in the transmission and learning of the dance. All these meetings and conversations were audio recorded and transcribed, and constituted our data in addition to the first author’s journal notes describing the sensitisation process. This data informed our co-design process, and is described in section 5. One of the conversations included a session of vocal sketching [10, 26], where the first author asked the connoisseur to vocalise Duncanian movements that were rehearsed in the studio. This was done with the intention of building an understanding of the connoisseur’s ideas of movement associated with sound in the repertoire. The vocal sketching was recorded both with audio and video separately.
4.3 Making the Artefacts
As the work with the dance company progressed and the first author started to deepen her embodied and historical knowledge of the repertoire, she drafted initial designs and prototypes, guided by the *experiential qualities*, and following a soma design method of *sketching* with the body [38]. The first author then brought the prototypes to the connoisseur to test and iterate on. Through dance improvisation, the connoisseur articulated her experiences and sensitivities that were evoked in the interaction with the prototypes and probes later on. Following this, our iterations of the design were guided by somatic judgement, as we continued refining and exploring interactions that evoked our *experiential qualities* [60].

5 DESIGNING THE SOUNDING SCARFS

5.1 Articulating the Experiential Qualities for the Design of the Probe
In this section, I, the first author, describe my sensitisation process and the beginning of our co-design process, in which I use the data collected from conversations and accounts of my own first-person experience that I journaled throughout the collaboration.

5.1.1 How Dancers Were Introduced to Duncan’s Work. During the rehearsals with the dance company, the focus was on the transmission of the three choreographies. To build a solid foundation for the interpretation of the choreographies, the connoisseur spent time articulating and demonstrating the movement qualities central to the Isadora Duncan repertoire throughout the rehearsals, as seen in figure 1. She taught the group about the philosophy behind the dance by teaching the repertoire with an approach to movement, dance and life which went beyond interpreting the choreography simply as imitations of movement. Through this holistic approach of transmitting the repertoire, she paid much attention to the intentions and inner experience of the movements involved. For example, she often asked the dancers to close their eyes during the rehearsals to feel the movement “from within”.

From early on, the connoisseur introduced the dancers to Duncan’s movement qualities: continuous and fluid movements, one movement or impulse spurring another, attention to time rather than space, and the use of oscillations and disequilibrium. She worked with dancers to familiarise themselves with staying “on the verge of equilibrium” while dancing. In her exercises, she also emphasised the importance of weight, the sense of gravity and support in the feet. Finally, she introduced the dancers to Duncan’s “origin of movement”, the solar plexus, showing how, for Duncan: “Movement originates from breathing”, and: “The forward drive, the motivation in the movement is coming from the solar plexus”.

5.1.2 How I Built an Embodied Understanding of Duncan’s Work.
Throughout the rehearsals, the connoisseur revisited all of the Duncan movement qualities on multiple occasions and in various contexts. For example, she expressed the importance of the qualities of weight and gravity, in how they provide a certain naturalness to the movement. In one of the earlier rehearsals, we had not been working with the weight in the legs during the warm up, and the connoisseur commented that this became very visible during the practice and rehearsal of the choreographies. At first, this was not yet something that I could sense on my own. As the exercises were revisited and along with the guidance of the connoisseur, I started feeling how easy it was to become too light and lose a sense of anchoring and “naturalness”.

Language played a big role in transmitting the repertoire. The connoisseur often used Laban movement analysis language to describe the movements with words. Laban movement analysis is one of the most widespread methods and languages for description, analysis and documentation of movement and movement qualities [46]. Additionally, she often used metaphors, e.g. from nature, many of them drawing from Duncan’s own writings on the connections between dance, life and nature. She also used musical metaphors, mentioning e.g. syncopation (a rhythmic variation disrupting a regular flow) and anacrusis (an accent preceding the beginning of a phrase) in the dance when working on rhythmic qualities and onset in movement, or by using phrases such as: “Within the duration [of the movement], I modulate”. The musical metaphors were more easily relatable and understandable to me, being a trained musician myself.

Over time, through practice, getting to know each other within the group, and with the guidance from the connoisseur, I started gaining new awareness of the dance and feeling the Duncan movement qualities from within. One of the choreographies that the company worked on includes walking with the ball of the foot touching the floor first, then the heel. This stride looks lightweight from the outside, almost floating. But from within and over time, I could feel that when I did it right, this movement went in a straight, almost horizontal line, with little movements up and down while the legs and feet remained animated. The feeling of being grounded was strong. As I gained awareness of my extremities through subtle guidance from the connoisseur, e.g. pointing out to me to keep my arms low and having the intention in the movement spurring from the solar plexus, walking and the sense of gravity took on new meaning for me and I felt that my experience of the dance was widening.

Fig. 1. Isadora Duncan movement qualities were transmitted to the dance company in studio rehearsals with the connoisseur. © 2022 Annie Hartmann.
5.1.3 Engaging in Conversations Around Duncan’s Work. As I gained deeper awareness of the dance, through for example my new feeling of gravity in the whole body and especially in the extremities, I brought my reflections to conversations with the connoisseur, where we built a dialogue around articulating these experiences in relation to the connoisseur’s transmission of the dance repertoire. From these conversations, I started associating my inner experiences with the principles and philosophy of Duncan transmitted by the connoisseur. Thus, Duncan’s work, through the connoisseur’s transmission, took on new meaning over time as I started being able to connect theory and practice. I viscerally felt the anchoring, the movements spurring from the solar plexus and the continuous movements, among others, and I was now able to articulate these experiences in relation to what the connoisseur was teaching the group.

Early on in the project, I took note on how sound was one of the materials that the connoisseur used extensively in her transmission in class, both metaphorically through her use of language and as support through music. I shared this observation with the connoisseur and told her about how my musical expertise helped me understand the dance. Indeed, my experiences of feeling the music and letting the music lead the movement was often helpful. I also shared my observations of the connoisseur herself at times vocalising movements during rehearsal to e.g. emphasise an impulse in the movement. The connoisseur shared her knowledge of Isadora Duncan’s own relationship to music and her own understanding of the repertoire through music. From there on, the relationship between sound, music and movement became a common language between the connoisseur and myself when conversing about the dance.

The conversations with the connoisseur gave more depth to my experience of learning the Duncan movement qualities and the legacy of Isadora Duncan’s work. Along the way, through our conversations about my embodied experience, the connoisseur’s transmission of the dance and the music that Isadora Duncan choreographed to, we started sharing design ideas and exploring new design spaces with the experiential qualities of continuity and anchoring.

5.2 The Iterations on the Sounding Scarfs
The importance of the relationship between music and movement in learning Duncan’s dances led the connoisseur and the first author to sketch design ideas related to movement sonification.

5.2.1 Vocal Sketching of Duncan’s Qualities. To get a clear idea of the connoisseur’s imagination of what Duncanian movements could sound like, the first author proposed that she imitate the sounds she imagines while dancing, in a vocal sketching session. Together, the connoisseur and the first author were dancing following an exercise, with undulating movements in an infinity-like shape, that was used in the rehearsals with the dance company and that expresses the Duncanian movement qualities. During this exercise, the connoisseur used her voice to express the sounds accompanying the dynamic movements. This session was recorded, such that we then had audio (and video) material of the connoisseur’s subjective take on the sound of Duncanian movements.

The vocalisation ranged from melodic, singing-like sounds to fluid sounds reminiscent of nature, such as water or wind, all while also reflecting what the connoisseur earlier said that, “within the duration [of the movement] I modulate”. The connoisseur emphasised the importance of modulation, accents and impulses. As the dynamics in her movement modulated, in terms of tempo, rhythm and amplitude, so did her vocalisation. Movement and sound were tightly linked and modulations were immediately expressed in the vocalisations, similarly to the action–sound coupling in acoustic instruments. Within phrases of movements, she sometimes also clearly vocalised a rhythm. As she was following this tight coupling between action and sound, the rhythmic changes remained dynamic all along and included changes in beat patterns or musical metre. She vocalised melodically across changing time signatures. She also expressed the dynamic rhythmic patterns in her vocalisation through imagery of sound from vocals, piano and other percussive instruments. Regarding melodic sounds, she mentioned associations to the composer Gabriel Fauré being especially strong that day.

5.2.2 Initial Design of the Sounding Scarfs. Silk scarfs were introduced to the the first author during her third rehearsal with the dance company, as an element in exercises and also in one of the three choreographies, as seen in figure 2 from rehearsal. In one exercise, the dancers, each with their own scarf, were passing them in between each other. We were asked to work with the scarfs such that our movements expressed the same fluid movements as the scarf. The connoisseur pointed out that the scarf was a prolongation of our movement, and that it too should express our intentions in the movement. The use of the scarf in rehearsals and several of Isadora Duncan’s choreographies was the origin of the idea to sonify a scarf with interactive sounds evoking the qualities of the dances as thought by the connoisseur in her transmission of the heroic dances of Isadora Duncan.
wireless internal measurement unit (IMU) and Max/MSPI. The scarf was made of woven cotton fabric, with pouches sewn in for the IMU (see figure 3). We chose this sensor to reflect the importance of temporality, as pointed out by the connoisseur. The initial sound designs and mappings of the movement sonification were built around the experiential qualities of continuity and anchoring as articulated by the connoisseur and the first author, from the first author learning the dances and her conversations with the connoisseur.

![Image](image.jpg)

**Fig. 3.** The initial design of the sounding scarf included a pouch to embed the wireless IMU for movement sonification.

We developed three different sound designs using a concatenative synthesis that takes grains of a selected audio source, structures them and puts them back together depending on the energy level of the audio. Then, the intensity (in terms of changes to acceleration) and orientation in the sensor, are mapped to the grains in the concatenative synthesis. The synthesis was made up of three different audio sources separately, making up three different sound designs. The first one used ocean sounds (downloaded from the collaborative database Freesound2,3), referencing Isadora Duncan’s attachment to the ocean and water. The second design used the entire audio recording of the connoisseur’s vocalisation of Duncanian movement. The third design used a recording of 2 Mélodies, Op. 46: No. I, Les présents, with piano and voice by Gabriel Fauré, reflecting the melodic imagery brought up by the connoisseur during the vocal sketching.

5.2.3 First Iteration on the Sounding Scarfs. During a meeting with the connoisseur, the first author gave the sounding scarf to the connoisseur to try and dance with the different sound designs. The connoisseur explored the scarf by improvising with Duncanian like movement qualities. She improvised alone and at times invited the first author to join the improvisation. While dancing, she talked about her thoughts and associations around the sounding scarf and the sound designs. During this iteration, the connoisseur found that the scarf was lacking sensitivity. She was trying to move it just a tiny bit, about a centimetre, wishing to hear sounds from it, but the sounds were only there when she made bigger movements. She also wished for the melodic sounds, in the sound design with the Fauré piece, to be more dynamic and variable so that she could modulate them with her movement. Overall, she enjoyed the ocean sounds and found them well-suited to convey Duncanian imagery. Additionally, the cotton fabric lacked fluidity in its movements, as opposed to the silk scarfs that both the connoisseur and the first author were used to dancing with.

Following this first testing, the connoisseur deepened the first author’s understanding of continuity and anchoring, as manifested in the sounding scarfs. She explained that it is related to a sense of connection to the ground in the Isadora Duncan repertoire. We re-framed and further articulated our experiential quality as connection to the ground, consisting of perpetual transformations of various Duncan dance movement qualities: anchoring, lightness, continuity and fluidity.

During this conversation of re-framing the experiential quality, the first author gave an example of what she imagined as a movement sonification of the opposite of anchoring. A bouncing, spring sound, giving a feeling of lightness and of letting go. The connoisseur pointed out that this bouncing movement contains both anchoring and detachment/lightness, that one does not exist without the other, and she explained how anchoring is a physical necessity with Duncan, to be able to find the lightness. She said, "you need to feel the 'opposite' to be able to gain awareness of the present". Regarding continuity and fluidity, the connoisseur emphasised the importance of expressing a relationship with time as well as with energy. Furthermore, she noted how fluidity is tied to a continuous energy that requires liberty and letting go. The connoisseur also expressed the need for perpetual modulation. She pointed out, "you need modulation to not lose awareness". In Isadora Duncan’s dance, the connoisseur summarised that movement is "in perpetual transformation: of lightness–anchoring, acceleration–slowing down, space which opens up–space which is restricted”.

When discussing the quality of connection to the ground, the first author used an example of a particular movement phrase, jumps with a forward drive, from rehearsals giving her a strong sense of anchoring. The connoisseur clearly identified these as jumps that keep the connection to the ground. She went on to say that, “there is anchoring, but also uprising. As if you are torn away from the earth”. In this jump, there is clear modulation, providing an opening to feel the anchoring compared to the lightness in the uprising.

Testing the sound designs and re-framing the experiential quality together inspired new design ideas. The connoisseur shared a poetic imagination of whispers. She imagined them as sounds resurfacing from the past that would reactivate Isadora Duncan’s century-old work into the present. She saw a metaphor of archives in the whisps, like a memory of a knowledge left behind that is resurfacing. The sounds of the resurfacing whispers, she imagined as voices, water, rustles, or words.

5.2.4 Second Iteration on the Sounding Scarfs. We continued discussing the ideas of the resurfacing whispers and recorded the connoisseur reading snippets of text she had selected from Isadora Duncan’s works, related to the connection to the ground, nature, waves and gravity. Interacting with the scarf, we wanted to hear fragments of phrases and keywords, at times distorted, at times discernible. Based on our reframing of the experiential quality of connection to the ground and on reiterating on our designs, we developed two final sound designs (find code here4) and two scarfs (see figure 4). The scarfs are made of silk fabric with sewn-in pouches
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1https://cyding.t4.com/products/max/
2https://freesound.org/people/HarryPeeks/sounds/243665/
3https://freesound.org/people/tom.p/sounds/62555/
for the IMU. The silk fabric provided the desired quality of fluidity compared to the cotton fabric in our first iteration. We additionally attempted using smaller lithium ion batteries with the IMU to reduce the weight of the scarf, but we found the difference in weight to be minimal, and that the experience of dancing with a scarf without an embedded sensor compared to one with a sensor was no different. We thus decided to keep the larger batteries for longer battery life. Below we describe the implementation of the sound designs.

**Sound Design 1: 'The Ocean'.** With the first sound design, we kept the ocean sounds. Following what the connoisseur pointed out during the first iteration, we made the mapping more sensitive to subtle movements. Drawing from the sense of anchoring in the *connection to the ground* in particular, we wanted the mapping to also hold a strong sense of gravity, with a slow drag to the ground. To do so, we designed a mapping combining a sonification of subtle movements spurring immediate sonic reaction, with a sonification responding to the movement with a lingering effect that can be perceived as resonance or a delay.

From the IMU (a Bitalino R-IoT\(^5\)), sending data in real-time over wi-fi, we calculated the exponential of the angular velocity and the exponential of the accelerometer intensity (similar to jerk) and mapped these to CataRT\(^6\), a corpus-based concatenative synthesis, in Max/MSP. With CataRT, the incoming data from the IMU are mapped to a 2D space, spread across the two axes, based on the acoustic descriptors of loudness and frequency of the grains of our audio corpus. The corpus was made of the same recordings of ocean sounds as in the initial design. We manually adjusted the spread of the grains to obtain a corpus that mapped well to the IMU data stream. The mapping has a “sticky” effect, with a pull towards the lower left corner and with a lingering effect following movements with higher velocity, almost floating and sinking, as if moving through water\(^7\).

**Sound Design 2: 'Murmurs From the Past'.** The second sound design is a reiteration of the previous one based on the vocal sketching recording of the connoisseur with melodic and vocal features. We use the entire vocal sketching recording, combined with the recordings of texts from Isadora Duncan’s written works, to create a sound design that represents the imagery of dialoguing with the past. The snippets of texts read by the connoisseur that we recorded, are taken from the following three books by Isadora Duncan: *Ma Vie*, Gallimard, first published in 1927 in English, *Isadora danse la révolution*, Éditions du Rocher, 2002 and *Écrits sur la danse*, Éditions du Grenier, 1927.

As in Sound Design 1, we mapped the incoming IMU data to CataRT onto a 2D space spread across axes based on the acoustic descriptors of periodicity and the spectral centroid of the grains of our audio corpus. We then spread the grains uniformly across the entire 2D space. With 2000ms grain chops, words are at times deformed and at times discernible. They are blended together with the whisper-like sounds from the audio recording of the vocal sketching. From the IMU, we mapped orientation data onto the 2D space, reflecting a sense of continuity and perpetual transformations of movement. This, together with accelerometer intensity mapped to
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5https://ismm.ircam.fr/riot/

6https://forum.ircam.fr/projects/detail/catart-mubu/

7See supplemental material for an animation of the sensor moving with 'The Ocean' and the described effect of the mapping onto the 2D space in Max/MSP.
We ran a sharing session where we introduced the sounding scarfs with the probes, in a group discussion led by the second author. The scarfs acted as objects that they could interact with while dancing, in a manner that they were already familiar with in their practice. The scarfs also provided us, the researchers, with a means to probe into both their practice of Duncan’s dances and their interaction with the designed artefacts. Our sharing was a way for us to observe and reflect on how the dancers were thinking with the body and through the probe.

6 SHARING THE SOUNGING SCARFS
6.1 Exploring With the Dancers: Method
We ran a sharing session where we introduced the sounding scarfs to the dancers of the company. The scarfs acted as objects that they could interact with while dancing, in a manner that they were already familiar with in their practice. The scarfs also provided us, the researchers, with a means to probe into both their practice of Duncan’s dances and their interaction with the designed artefacts. Our sharing was a way for us to observe and reflect on how the dancers were thinking with the body and through the probe.

6.1.1 Procedure and Participants. 6 of the 12 dancers from the company participated in the sharing session, coded as P1 through P6. Prior to the sharing session, the three authors planned the procedure together, preparing the activities and roles for each of us during the session. With the mapping and the sound design ‘Murmurs From the Past’ evoking a sense of continuity and perpetual transformations, the connoisseur proposed that we include the choreography, Dubinushka, in the activity. Dubinushka was one of the three choreographies that the company had been learning and holds the qualities of continuity and perpetual transformations with movements of continuously changing orientation and pace. Then, with ‘The Ocean’ evoking a strong sense of gravity and a lingering effect, the connoisseur proposed that the participants dance the choreography Varshavianka, one of the two other choreographies, as this choreography holds qualities of anchoring, lightness, strength and resistance. The connoisseur guided the dancers through the physical exercises. The second author was there as an observer and facilitator together with the first author. The session started with the first author introducing the research project and the program of the day. The connoisseur then led the group through a warm-up, similar to the warm-ups the group is used to in regular rehearsals. From there, we went into 2 different activities, that required the dancers to dance with the probes, with a focus on Duncan’s specific movement qualities. Before and after each exercise with the probes, the participants filled in body maps in which we asked them to reflect and note down how their body felt in the moment and if they noticed any changes. The body maps served as a moment of introspection and as a sensitisation tool creating bodily awareness for the participants. For us, the researchers, the body maps served “to probe, trigger dialogue, document the experience, and provide a visual reference for self-reflection,” as described by Cochrane et al. [20]. Finally, after each exercise, we sat down to discuss the experience of dancing with the probes, in a group discussion led by the second author.

Activity 1: ‘Murmurs From the Past’ - Dubinushka. The first activity started with an improvisation guided by the connoisseur, focusing on continuity and moving in an infinity-like shape. Then the whole group danced the choreography, Dubinushka, together. After dancing the choreography and filling in the body maps, the group continued improvising with movements from Dubinushka in two groups. Each group improvised with a sounding scarf and a sound source playing the real-time movement sonification, with the sound design ‘Murmurs From the Past’ that was built around the qualities of continuity and perpetual transformations of movement. After the improvisation with the probe, the participants filled in the body maps again and went into the group discussion.

Activity 2: ‘The Ocean’ - Varshavianka. The second activity started with the entire group dancing the choreography Varshavianka, where the sense of gravity is important. The group then filled in the body maps, before splitting up into two new groups, based on their previously assigned roles in the choreography. In these groups, each with their sounding scarf and sound source, the dancers were working on their parts of Varshavianka collaborating with each other, but this time with the sounding scarf and the sound design ‘The Ocean’, which was built around a sense of gravity. Then, as in the first activity, the dancers went on to fill in the body maps again and finished with the group discussion.

6.1.2 Data Collection and Analysis. The activities were video recorded, the group discussions were audio recorded and the body maps were collected, upon consent given by participants. The first author transcribed the audio recordings and took notes from the video recordings and the body maps. The first and second authors analysed all of the transcribed data and the notes inductively, following a reflective thematic analysis [13]. After an initial read through the full data set, we read through it again and individually coded it according to what we found noteworthy. We then sorted these codes into themes that captured recurring patterns of the participants’ interaction with and experience with the probes and with each other.

6.2 Findings
6.2.1 Revisiting the Dance Practice Through Sonification. From the sharing, we observed how the sounding scarfs brought a new dimension to sound and movement in the dance practice. Sound was already a part of the practice, through the connoisseur’s use of music and musical language during the rehearsals, but the movement sonification made Duncan’s movement qualities palpable to the dancers, as it allowed them to clearly perceive continuity, rhythmic qualities and movement propagation.

The Interaction with Sound Evoked Duncan’s qualities. The dancers drew parallels to Duncan’s imagery in the sound designs as well as the movements incited by the sonification. In the discussion following the first activity, with the sound design ‘Murmurs From the Past’, P5 mentioned how the sounds were reminiscent of water, the movements of air and of the scarf passing through the air. She found it, “organic, soft and fluid”, and without any rhythmic demarcation, inviting one to move in, “soft movements of waves, that went well with the scarf and with Duncan’s movements”.

Additionally, P6 found the continuous movement in the Duncanian dance to go well with the sound of the waves in ‘The Ocean’ sound design. Such a sensation of continuity was also made explicit by participant P4 in her body map (see figure 5) where she illustrated
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8See supplemental material for an animation of the sensor moving with ‘Murmurs From the Past’ and the described effect of the mapping onto the 2D space in Max/MSP.
how the scarfs allowed her to feel her arms extending beyond her fingers.

Another example of how the sound design made Duncan’s imagery more concrete to the dancer can be seen from a passage towards the end of choreography, Varshavianka, in the activity with ‘The Ocean’. In this choreography, P4 accompanies the other dancers in a powerful movement of resurrection with her arms moving upward as a sign of awakening the dead. When performing that passage with the sound generated from the scarfs, P4 said, “the connoisseur have been telling me to do it with more strength. Maybe I understood it now... I think I understood it now, with the sounds, what [she means by adding strength to the movement]”. Indeed, the mapping of ‘The Ocean’ sonifies an increase in movement intensity with an increase in sound that, together with the lingering effect helped P4 understand the impact of her movement when raising her hands slowly towards the sky.

Another aspect of Duncan’s movement qualities that was made palpable through interacting with the scarfs was the rhythm of movement. According to the connoisseur, in Duncan’s work, “the accent is the famous anacrusis”. An anacrusis puts an accent right before the beginning of a phrase, creating a rhythm that starts with an impulse. She further added, that with this impulse, the movement propagates in the body in a successive manner. She reported that she observed that the dancers, when interacting with the sounding scarf, felt the impulses in Duncan’s work. Also with the tight coupling between intensity in movement and intensity in the sound, the movement sonification incited the dancers to place the accent at the beginning of the phrase. Moreover, dancers used great intensity in their movements to properly hear the sonified accent and to propagate their movement from their solar plexus toward the arms, then to their hands, then to the scarfs, as a continuation of their body.

**Hearing the Movement Propagating.** The echo in the sound design ‘The Ocean’, that lingers after movement is performed, was perceived by some dancers as a “lag”. The connoisseur shared her observations of this lingering effect. She found it to be a way of letting the dancer recognise and embody what her Duncan teacher, Julia Levien, herself and other dance scholars call “the after-movement”. An after-movement refers to the movement that follows an impulse when the body has almost reached stillness. The connoisseur went on explaining how the choreography that the group interpreted during this activity, Varshavianka, was made of successive waves which required the dancers to initiate the movement and pay attention to the resulting after-movement. The sounding scarfs allowed the dancers to hear the after-movement. Indeed, several participants (P3, P5, P6), when interacting with the sounding scarfs, reported that they clearly perceived the effect of their movements like a wave propagating through the fabric of the scarfs. They performed movements of waves, with small and big waves, with the undertows and the eddies. The resulting sound resembled bigger waves, smaller waves, or waves hitting pebbles.

**6.2.2 Entanglements of Movement and Sound.** Our findings illustrate how the dancers entangled sound and movement as they interacted with the sounding scarfs, in either an inward-looking way that heightened their sensitivity to their body, or an outward-looking way that encouraged a poetic exploration of movement and sound.

**Movement–Sound Interaction Loop.** In the discussion following the activity with ‘The Ocean’, the participants started talking about “hearing the movement”, until realising that they were actually referring to hearing the sound of the movement through the movement sonification. They talked interchangeably about hearing the sound and hearing the movement. P2 pointed out that the sound was a consequence of their movement, e.g. that their movements were producing the sound. P3, P5 and P6 found that, on the contrary, their movements were a consequence of the sound, as the sound made them move more, “searching for the waves”, or move slowly, taking the time to let the movements propagate with the sound. This shows how movement and sound were perceived as entangled entities, as movement created sound that in turn impacted movement and vice versa.

**Focusing Inwards or Outwards.** Participants elaborated on their experience of the connection between movement and sound, where they were hearing sound as a consequence of their movement. This connection incited some to focus on the body (inward), and others to focus on the scarf (outward). P2 explained how her focus stayed with the scarf being the sound-producing entity: “It’s almost as if there is a lag in our movement, and then the lag is also in the scarf floating behind us, so it is [the scarf] producing [the sound] actually”. Similarly for P3 and P6, hearing the consequence of their
movement made them focus on having the scarf in their hands and moving it, with the goal of making sounds. For P1 and P5, on the other hand, hearing the consequence of their movement took on a poetic dimension. They felt the sound supporting the movements in between dancers as the scarf was being passed from one dancer to the next. P4 went further in explaining her bodily experience of dancing with the sounding scarf, with the mapping ‘Murmurs From the Past’, as feeling like she was being covered by sound like a blanket. She illustrated this sensation in her body map (see figure 6). She explained how at first she was focused on her solar plexus and the continuous movements in an infinity-like shape, but she later started feeling an energy passing through her entire body: “It was sort of everywhere, like a blanket […] A sonic blanket”. This shows the two different attitudes towards the scarfs, where some of the dancers incorporated them as an extension of their body in ways that supported their movements and provided an inward-looking quality to the interaction, while others treated them as foreign objects that they manipulated and explored. And perhaps enjoy it more. It was also a pleasant sound to hear, a relaxing sound, and yes I also found it nice, I wanted to go slower.”

The different sounds in the sound designs led to different intensities in the dancers’ movements. P4 mentioned, after the second activity, how she saw the other dancers searching for larger, more generous movements to hear the increasing intensity in the sound of their movement and how she tried to do the same herself. And in a particular passage in the choreography from activity two, where P1 and P5 slowly passed the scarfs between each other, they talked about how they were able to hear their movements accompanied by small, subtle sounds of gentle lapping waves. P1 said, “we could feel the handover of the scarf from [P5] to me, I really liked it...”. The dancers were also exploring the soundscape looking for certain sounds. Sometimes they searched with their own movement, for sounds that they had heard from their peers dancing with the scarfs. Other times, they searched for sounds that they imagined being in the soundscape they interacted with, as P3 said, “I enjoyed searching for the undertow”.

**Heightened Sensitivity to Sound and Movement.** In the group discussions, the connoisseur pointed out how she observed how the scarfs enriched the dancers’ sensitivity to the relationship between sound and movement. She mentioned the challenge of listening and of being heard. P4 illustrated, in her body map, how the interaction highlighted “a strong relationship between sound and movement”. Indeed, the interaction with the scarfs seemed to have deepened their engagement with the sound and the movement, by both dancing to it and producing it. P5 said, “I focused on following the sound and moving with it really sensitively”.

Additionally, in the first activity with ‘Murmurs From the Past’, P4 pointed out how the continuity in the sound added organicity to the movement as they were dancing with the scarfs. In the activity with ‘The Ocean’, the lingering effect of the sonification allowed the dancers to embody the idea of continuity, where movement never stops abruptly but rather modulates between speeding up and slowing down. Indeed, when the body was on its way to stillness, they could still hear the sonification of the scarf that continued moving. Thus, sonifying the still moving scarf, contributed to the dancer’s movements ebbing out in an organic, “after-movement-like” way. In this activity, consisting of continuous sounds of impulse and fade out and bodies (like the scarfs) that moved like waves that come and go, the sonification was blurring the lines between what was part of the body and what was foreign to it. Indeed, the dancers reported that the scarfs became invisible to them during the activities. They extended the dancers limbs with lightness, and manifested how their movement evolved in wave-like patterns, sounding like whispers and water.

**A Collective Experience Rooted in Its Precedents.** In the sharing session, the already existing relationships between people in the dance company played a part in how this new shared experience unfolded. During the first activity, the connoisseur guided the attention and perception of the dancers of one of the groups with P5 and P6. She suggested that they close their eyes, and be attentive to the sound and to each other. In this group, the connoisseur facilitated a collective effort of looking inward. In the discussion following this activity, P6 shared her rich experience of being guided
by the connoisseur. She started out concentrating on doing a certain movement without making any particular connection with the sound. Then, after closing her eyes, she started moving with the sound. Then finally she said, “something got connected between the two [movement and sound], in a multi-sensory way, I would say. All the senses were awake [...] Something was being carried by the sound and the movement at the same time, it all connected simultaneously”. See figure 7 for P6’ body map where she illustrates how her body was full of energy and her senses were awake when the group danced together. The connoisseur said that the intention behind how she facilitated the interaction was to go beyond the self-evidence of moving fast and slow, and she wanted to explore the tight relationship between movement and music in dance, and: “How the dynamics of the sound induces a dynamic in us”.

![Fig. 7. P6 illustrated in her body map how energy was circulating in her body with doodles inside the whole outline of the body and with text reading “senses awake”.](image)

The other group, with P2, P3 and P4 shared a different experience, mainly feeling their body was detached from the sound. P3 expressed a feeling of frustration when struggling to modulate the sound. P2 mentioned feeling like she had misunderstood the task, after hearing about the other dancers’ collective experience. P2 and P3 expressed awe in how P4 “managed to do more with the scarf” then what they did, and that they were searching for the same variety of sounds as what P4 was interacting with but were struggling to find them. We observed that P2 and P3 were quick to pass the scarf to P4, taking the role of observers and letting P4 lead (see figure 8). P4 on the other hand had yet a different experience, and talked about her personal, profound connection with the movement and sound during the interaction with the scarf.

![Fig. 8. In one group (upper), some of the participants took an observer role and were quick to pass the scarf to other dancers. While in another group (lower), the connoisseur guided the dancers’ attention and perception and facilitated a collective experience of looking inward, staying attentive to sound and each other.](image)

Seemingly, P5 and P6 had a profound experience of sound because their exploration was facilitated by the connoisseur, while P4 was able to feel that same depth of engagement because she is the dancer in the group with the most extensive training in Duncan’s work. This goes to show that background and past experience with the dance knowledge influence the participation in a sharing session like this and the experience that can emerge from it. It also emphasises the importance of an experienced pedagogue, like the connoisseur who has the skill-set to facilitate deep engagement. The depth of the lived experience and the influence of past experience and expertise were also manifested in some dancers having the language to give
We have presented a long-term collaboration between dancers and designers, centred around the transmission of Isadora Duncan’s dance repertoire. We discuss hereafter our methodology, as well as what we learned from both the process of co-designing the sounding scarfs and from the findings of our sharing session.

7.1 Designing in Proximity
The connoisseur brought in improvisation as a creative and collaborative method to learn Duncan’s work, both with the first author alone and with the dance company through rehearsals and in the sharing session with the scarfs. Particularly during the sharing session (see section 6.2.3), the connoisseur facilitated the interaction with the scarfs using improvisation. This improvisational practice provided structure to the dancers as they were getting to know the probes. It also helped guide their perception and deepen their attentiveness to each other and to the scarfs. This was later described by the dancers as allowing for a “rich movement experience through improvisation”. We observed how improvisation made space for a shared learning experience where dancers’ knowledge of the dance repertoire evolved in collaboration with each other and with the artefact. During the design process, improvisation became a shared site for the sensitisation of the body and for the emergence of design ideas, echoing Kang et al., who sees in improvisation a mode of inquiry for HCI [44].

Our design process was built on our collaborative art practice, and took place through engaging somatically with a body of work that the connoisseur has devoted her life to study and transmit. The goal was to uncover and get close to the sensitivities and specificities of Duncan’s work, and proximity was made possible through collaboration and embodied, somatic engagement with the dance repertoire. With dance practice as our anchoring, we built a deep understanding of the embodied experiences of Duncan’s dances upon which—and in conversation with whom—we designed our probes.

The same proximity was shared with the dance company as a whole, as we together were part of the same practice, getting to know Isadora Duncan, the connoisseur and each other. Most importantly, the proximity with the connoisseur, the third author, brought us all together and enabled this design process to unfold.

The proximity with the dance community and the expert provided us with space and time to learn about so much more than solely the movement qualities of Isadora Duncan. We learned about the history of who Isadora was as a person beyond her movements. We also learned about the Duncan community that the connoisseur has been part of for decades and how the community is evolving differently on different continents, with different sensitivities to the work according to their different historical and sociopolitical contexts. We also learned about the history surrounding the heroic dances, two of which the connoisseur describes as agitprop, and we learned this at a time where many countries’ relationship to today’s Russia was changing due to an ongoing war. The creative process and decisions made behind the connoisseur’s mise-en-scène and musical choices with these choreographies were affected by our present day political context, namely the war in Ukraine. Thus, proximity with the dance material, the dance community and the connoisseur allowed us to take in the past and present contexts, history, people and collaboration between them into account as entangled entities highly affecting and shaping the co-creative and co-design process.

Our own individual creative practices too, beyond our shared dance practice, played a crucial role in shaping our co-design work. Through finding common ground and shared understanding of the work through our experience of music and movement, we built a space where our individual practices could converse and converge and where we could share our creativity and theoretical musings on parallels between design practice and embodied learning. This process took place with mutual commitment through long-term investment, humility, slowness and attentive listening to each other and each of our artistic practices. We found the value of open-ended collaborations lying in the discovery of that which is unavailable to a practitioner operating on their own, as argued by Kang et al. [43, 44].

7.2 Why Is Sound a Great Modality
With sound and music already being central components to the transmission of the dances, designing the interaction with the auditory modality made for a seamless integration of design practice into ongoing dance practice. The dancers were already familiar with the connoisseur’s use of music and musical metaphors, together with the scarfs that were also a part of the dances transmitted. Thus, we were able to easily introduce the sounding scarfs to our dance community during the sharing session, as interacting with them only required the dancers to dance with them as they usually do. The technology itself was less apparent as it did not dominate the interaction and made for a subtle integration into the dancers’ regular rehearsal environment, as opposed to bringing in screens or headsets with interactive animations, or visualisations, which has often been done in work at the intersection of dance and HCI research [6, 18, 49, 62, 63].

In the co-design process, the connoisseur and the first author iteratively explored the experiences evoked by interacting with the scarf. The sense of correspondence between movement and sound, or tightness in the mapping between intensity in movement and intensity in sound for “The Ocean”, demanded rounds of negotiation before finding the “right” mapping. With our final mapping we found qualities that evoked a sense of anchoring and continuity by combining a tightly coupled yet lingering response. Thus, we were able to create a complex correspondence between movement and sound as entangled entities [4, 34, 42, 61]. For some of the dancers this correspondence made for a rich experience. For others, it made the artefacts challenging to interact with. For the connoisseur it allowed the dancers to hear the effect of their “after-movement”, an important notion in Duncanian dances that relates to the propagation of the impulse of the movement.

We find this sound design to be particularly interesting in how it opened up an experience of intimate correspondence for some
of the dancers, while it remained unavailable to others. Intimate correspondence is described by Höök et al. as, “feedback and interactions that follow the rhythm of the body” [40] drawing from work by Ingold [41]. Höök et al. emphasise the role of immediacy and synchronisation, when designing for intimate correspondence. We extend on this notion of designing “interactions that follow the rhythm of the body” in our work, by acknowledging the complexity and irregularity of our bodily rhythms. We recognise how our work differs from intimate correspondence in Höök et al.’s somaesthetic appreciation design, as our complex correspondence create an active dialogue between the dancers’ movements and the sound, through the combination of immediacy, synchronisation and lack thereof. Most importantly, the different experiences that the probes evoked in the dancers also showed us how the shared experience of dancing together with the scarf as well as the following group discussion, brought real insights into a collective reflection on what the technology actually brought to each dancer’s practice and to the group as a whole.

7.3 Enlivening Duncan’s Repertoire
We have been working with a dance practice and knowledge that is more than a hundred years old. The transmission of Isadora Duncan’s work and technique is continuing to live on thanks to the profound and often life-long investment of a few people spread around Europe and North America. The tradition of oral transmission of the repertoire is fragile, as the process of passing embodied knowledge on through generations of devoted dancers is a slow process and depends on a small number of people. Moreover, the Duncan community is committed to their (oral) mode of transmission, as they consider it to be the only way to adequately transmit the complex knowledge that encompasses the dance. This makes the educational dance transmission context the main mode of safeguarding and preserving this intangible cultural heritage. Through our collaboration with the main Duncanian dancer and educator in our country, we aimed at accompanying this ongoing transmission of Duncan’s knowledge and legacy, rather than finding ways for technology to ensure or “save” it from decay. We resist the temptation to create tools that mirror or imitate the pedagogue’s role in knowledge transmission. We consider the human embodied knowledge and transmission much more valuable and desirable for our community (and society as a whole) than the knowledge solely provided by an (intelligent) system. Thus, we propose to design interactions in conversation with the transmission of Duncan’s knowledge. It is an approach where designing, learning and embodying the dance are intertwined, enriching and accompanying one other.

The HCI community and sub-communities of interaction design practice are seeing ever more attention given to innovation, with new technologies making us rethink how we organise, develop, design and value our work, creative practices and transmission of embodied knowledge [5, 63]. While design speculation and futuring might serve us with tools and theory on how to better deal with rapid technological advances [25], we take on an approach that stays with the present moment. With this work, we suggest an approach to design practice that celebrates the knowledge that is already there and that is already being transmitted. Our approach integrates technology into practice while staying faithful to the methods and ways with which transmission is being done at present. With that, we engage attentively and with care with the practices that contribute to human knowledge and cultural and artistic legacy.

7.4 Beyond Supporting, How Interaction Is Dialoguing With Dance
The process that we have described in this paper led to a transformation of the first author’s sensitivities to dance. With one foot in design research and another in art practice, being a part of a dance company for the first time in her life brought new understanding and value to her practice. Community-level engagement was a way for the first author to gain a deeper understanding of what is at stake when we, as designers and technologists, enter a creative stage, whether we facilitate ongoing practice, or intervene in potentially harmful ways that do not value existing knowledge. A stage that functioned very well without us, before we got there.

Instead of taking on interventionist strategies designing systems that “support” transmission, where perhaps no-one even asked for support, we aim to develop on how design can become one of the means (the body being another one) to dialogue with other practices, to share knowledge and ask questions, developing reciprocal creative and learning encounters as described by Kang et al. [44]. The interactive system in our study was brought in by designers to dialogue with the dance. Each one of us involved brought a piece of our own craft to the encounter, fostering a dialogue that was generative of ideas, learning and transmission. On our way through this process, the dancer learned about design, and the designer learned about dance. We believe that long-term engagement and building close relationships with a group of practitioners allows for a more balanced configuration of power in collaboration and a better understanding of the design space which ultimately makes for seamless design work [9]. We found that the foundations of such a long-term engagement with practitioners is humility, slowness and careful listening. These qualities allowed us to make space and time for everyone’s knowledge, ideas, interests and goals, without instrumentalising dance for the sake of technological advancement or using technology to enable artistic innovation.

We want to emphasise the importance and value that a pedagogue brings to embodied practices. We argue that a pedagogue’s somatic connoisseurship [57] (or others’ working with transmission of embodied knowledge) is more than simply a resource to exploit in our design processes to design better systems that support body-centred interaction. Whether such connoisseurship is our own or our collaborators’, it is a knowledge, wisdom and craft, unique to their person, that they have spent years building. In engaging with it, it is important to show appreciation and respect for it with humility careful listening.

We recognise, however, the challenges of longitudinal research and artistic practice foregrounding slowness and careful listening, as they rely on a resource that is central to building the deep relationships on which they thrive—time. Time constraints are typically bound to financial constraints. For many practitioners in both research and the arts, pointing to the values of going slow in a
reflective process of slow science [59] is simply not an option, not for everyone nor for all contexts.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a collaborative art practice between dancers and designers, constituting the space of a design inquiry into the repertoire of modern dance pioneer Isadora Duncan. We presented our process of co-designing probes through our long-term engagement with a dance community and conversations with an expert transmitting Isadora Duncan’s dances to us. The probes, the sounding scarfs, sonify dancers’ movements using temporal sensors embedded in the fabric of the scarfs, with the goal of evoking qualities of Duncan’s work and legacy. We created two sound designs driven by our experiential quality connection to the ground, one using ocean sounds and a mapping of movement to sound creating a strong sense of gravity and a lingering effect, and the other sound design consisting of whispers with a mapping creating a sense of continuity and perpetual transformations. We shared the probes with our Isadora Duncan dance community and found that the probes made the Duncan dance movement qualities of continuity, movement propagation and rhythmic qualities palpable to the dancers, as dancing with the probes provoked poetic imagery and incited interactions and organic movements that the dancer’s found reminiscent of Duncan’s work. Through their interactions with the probes, the dancers deepened their relationship to Duncan’s movements, sound and the correspondence between the two. In our discussion we share our reflections on the process of co-designing the probes and how our collaborative art practice made space for slowness and humility, serving as key elements in the dialogue created between the practitioners, allowing for seamless integration of design research and dance practice.
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